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VAN GOGH’S EAR
At the exhibit the ear hangs next to "Bedroom at Arles."
A normal ear in every way, but luminous, like a flat 
pearl button. The lobe is the size of a thumbprint, 
and whiter, more pulpy than the rest of the ear. People 
walk past. Some gasp, some smirk, some sidle up and 
whisper furtively into it. One man looks awed, recreating 
the moment when Gauguin received it with the morning 
mail. The museum had to pay large sums of money to 
purchase the ear from its owner, a doctor in Holland, 
who kept it on his desk as a paperweight. This is the 
first public showing and the reviews have been splendid. 
Rubber copies of the ear are being sold at the counter.
If you look closely, you can see they are exact replicas, 
complete to the fine red down studding the earlobe.
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COW POX
"Uncle John's devoted cows would risk their lives for 
him. But they are powerless, an incredulous chorus.
His fever over 104, he dozes heavily in bed, like oil 
on water. Sometimes, taking my hand, he points with the 
other toward something invisible. His face is smooth 
and firm as polished rock and I think if he be taken 
now, surely he'll be content. He tells us what he sees —  
cows of all colors, red and teal blue, ochre bulls 
grazing. His hallucinations seem unique to us as a 
report from the moon. In his frenzy Uncle John raves 
that his cows are his only 'amigos' in a region desolate 
as the North Pole. Large dusty tears stream down his 
cheeks. I appreciate his devotion, but my mother, 
sensitive to familial ties, feels slighted by the objects 
of his affection. Hadn't she sat on his lap as a child 
and worshipped Uncle John with the ingenuousness of a 
Mayan offering a virgin sacrifice? The illness creates 
a rift between them wide as the Rio Grande in Spring."
"The cow's ministrations in his behalf are reinforced by 
his iron constitution and he pulls through the attack, 
as he later does the blizzard of '79, the Indian War of 
'86 and the drought of '90 to '95. It is a stampede, 
caused by his attempt to distribute gifts among the cows 
on the anniversary of his recovery, that kills him in 
1896, a saintly man of 92."

—  Maxine Chernoff 

Chicago IL

GRANNY

She always had a gift for everybody. "OH, yes," she said, 
when you dropped by, "I thought you might like this."
And she grubbed in a dirty old gunny sack and brought out 
your present —  Your Present in her eyes —  and you always 
politely responded, oh, wow, thank you, and took it home 
and found you loved it too, though you never showed it to 
your smart friends.

Not because you were ashamed of it, as you first thought, 
but because you found it was, indeed, Your Present. She 
had a gift for that.
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FORTUNES OF FAME

A man in a small village was known for his good advice.

The people respected him until one day it was discovered 
that the source of his wisdom was a small device which 
held three stones marked with "yes", "no" and "umm." He 
was denounced as a charlatan and hounded out of the 
village. "Anyone can say,'yes' , 'no' and 'umm," said 
the people, "he was a fake and a cheat.”
Sadly the man lived out his days alone and when he died 
he said, "No advice is the best device, and no device 
is the best advice."

And thus restored his reputation.

—  Beverly Lancaster 
New York NY

WILLIAM POWELL WITH CHAINLINK FENCING

William Powell tooling up the drive in his 
grey Business Coupe.
Smoothly he applies the brakes and shifts it 
into "Park."
The emergency brake makes a tight ratcheting 
and jolts the car to a complete halt.
Mr. Powell, in somewhat shiny slacks (also 
grey), slides off the seat, which is trimly 
upholstered in an unknown fabric; 
fuzzy flannel or perhaps a drab velvet.

Those boatlike wingtips lightly crunch the 
gravel.
Moves his paunchy but not unhandsome frame 
towards the gate.
Crime and irresponsible women are on his mind.
Absently he fumbles with the handle.
When he shuts the gate there is maybe a 
deep resounding ping and a rippling 
shudder of the fabric.
The grey Business Coupe is parked less than 
three feet from the silver expanse of chainlink.
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SOLZHENITSYN IN AMERICA

Solzhenitsyn is in America 
researching the Russian Revolution 
studying in university libraries 
documents not now available in 
the Soviet Union. Papers probably 
unread by American students who 
most likely follow him about campus 
seeking coffee and literary talk.
I can not imagine why he came here 
and left Sweden. Rumoured 
trouble with his wife. He warns 
against Detente and is 
snubbed by Ford. They say 
he is become fatheaded and 
emotionally unstable. The Papers 
said the great writer recently 
passed thru Oregon. I had 
no idea.

ZOO DREAM
The silly Zebras don't know 
that they could easily break out 
thru this flimsy fence 
of sticks and twine.

Because they don't know this
it has the tensile strength of steel.
Stupid me!
I have accidentally strayed 
into this diminutive wilderness.

Here come the Zebras.
I two-step it double time 
thru the fence. Seeing me do this 
effortless thing puts 
ideas into their heads.
They are bringing
the Bisons and Elephants and Giraffes 
with them.

Gamey snorting of hot breath 
on the back of my neck.
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BLACK UNDERTHINGS
Black underthings 
denote a woman of passion 
Pastel undies indicate 
a young woman on the make 
White and fleshtone is worn 
by the liberated female.

Likewise a downy dark
upon the upper lip is the mark
of Scorpio.
This secret language that we speak 
more clearly than plain English.

-- David Barker 

Salem OR

HANDS ACROSS THE FRONT SEAT

With the car in the shop, the rent at the 
racetrack and busses as regular as whales 
I try hitchhiking for the first time 
in years.
Not only are the cars bigger than ever and 
air-conditioned, too, they must be hermetically 
sealed: I get nothing but fishy looks from
double knits who see Hurstwood written 
all over me.
Then I remember that the most likely rides are 
the ones you can hear coming, and sure enough 
three black guys in a Badmobile pick me up.
I sit on the spare, straddle a case of 
1000 wt. oil.
I’ve got a little gin, somebody comes up with 
a number, and it gets to be funny:
3 chauffeurs and massa on de tire.
Then we take turns, everybody gets a few blocks 
in the back. Then I drive and all three of them 
get the feel of it, knees up PTA style.
The solid citizens are wary: we cruise down
Huntington Blvd. like Moses had parted the
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Cadillacs for us. And at the corner where I 
go north, they stare as Leroy hazes the bus 
till I can get aboard.
The driver takes my last quarter, looks me over. 
"Room toward the back," he says, frowning and 
shaking his head at the setting sun.

KATE
came through town with her 
corncob pipe and her stash and 
her mucusless diet.
Kate has had her share of 
troubles: two abortions, an 
IUD embedded in the wall of 
her uterus and a tubal ligation 
with complications.
Kate wants only her dream place: 
75 acres of wooded land, a fresh 
water lake and nobody else for 
miles.

"I plan to drag logs through the 
forest," she says, "and make a 
log house and get inside with 
those big logs all around me."

HOUSEWIFE

She does not 
look

into

mirrors, she 
looks

at
them to make 
sure they are
clean.

PAST PERFORMANCES

I look at the outstretched hand and then at the man 
behind it who says, "You're Mary's second husband, 
right? She's got your picture under some stuff in the 
attic."
"I was third."
"And I'm fifth. But last, friend. She's one changed gal."
The horses are acting up in the paddock. Fillies and 
maiden fillies at that. Whatever their minds are on, it's 
not running.

"So. Mary says you're out here every day." He shook his 
head. "Every day, Jesus. You must be awful lonely."
He looks at his program. And his 5 0 ç tout sheet. And 
two newspapers. "Everybody picks that favorite."
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That favorite is all Jolson eyes and kidney sweat. The 
jockey crosses himself, gets a leg up and then bails out 
as she tries a Pegasus.

"So what about it? You're the handicapper."
"Hard to say. I wouldn't bet the rent, though."
"Bullshit. Big horseplayer, big gambler, big knowitall 
big shot. Mary told me how often you won. She got old 
waiting for a winner. I come out once a year and even I 
know a Syndicate horse when I see one. That baby is 
hopped to the eyes. She'll win and then some. Get smart 
finally."
Nothing to do but tourist, so I walk down to the turn and 
watch the jockies pump. The short-price hangs on for 
third.
16,000 people at the track and I bump into him again, he's 
coming out of the show line rubbing his dimes together.

"Don't give me that look," he says. "Mary told me all 
about you, you superior bastard. She told me everything. 
She said she hated you, she hated you from the beginning, 
she hated everything you stood for. You were like the 
others. You were crazy and you tried to drive her crazy. 
But she's happy with me now, goddamned happy and every
thing's fine. I've got the most wonderful little lady in 
the world and you've got nothing. Christ, do I pity you."

He drew a little crowd, like a coronary. I left him there 
with the people nudging each other and side-mouthing it 
and went over to the bar, had a drink, and looked at the 
next race.

—  Ronald Koertge 

Pasadena CA

CLOCKWORK BARLEY
g.  is in his mid-20's
and has been drinking in the bar
for as long as any of us can remember,
so much so that we don't really consider the place
open for business until he arrives, doffs his hans brinker

cap,
and orders a bud.
he's drunk a lot of the time,
often rather early in the day,
but he never gets loud or surly or abusive.
yes, his drinking manners are impeccable,
and he can still comport himself with dignity
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at offensive tackle on the bar flag-football team, 
when drunk, in fact, he will sometimes wax quite witty, 
though more often his eyes just fill 
with sleep and failure.
in appearance, he reminds some of us of gatsby,
although g. started out rich
his father a high-priced physician,
and went rapidly nowhere.
his wife, like himself, is spoiled and beautiful; 
she is forever leaving him.
lately the beer and dope and pills
had seemed to be getting the better of him.
he shot himself in the chest, allegedly by accident,
not too long ago,
and he's had three 502's in the past two months.

so he spent last week in the hospital, 
drying out and undergoing aversion therapy, 
replete with films and lectures, humiliations, 
and that medicine that knocks you off your ass, 
if you so much as sniff a drink.
he got out yesterday
and today he was back in the bar.
at first he just hung onto a coke bottle,
and then i noticed him squeezing a beer.
he took a couple of tentative sips,
and rose immediately to stride,
with the controlled haste of a true aristocrat, 
to the men's room.
when he came out, however,
he went right back at that beer,
like a cowpoke dead-assed determined to break
the bronc that threw him,
like jack dempsey climbing back inside the ropes, 
the kid has character.

COMMISERATION

when i called ron tonight,
he was storming about his apartment, wearing a path in

the carpet,
etching in the acid of his salivating wit 
a fit reply to an unusually obnoxious junior editor.
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this oaf had returned his poems with, "it's about time 
you gave up this hard-guy pose ... who do you think 
you are calling people 'fruits'??? ... only dean martin 
still goes around calling people fruits, etc. etc."

ron had decided to reply, "okay, you've got me, 
i'll let down my guard. the truth is i've been crippled 
since a childhood bout with polio. bound to a wheel chair, 
and not much of a man at all, i need to pretend i am tough.

ron's great at answering those things.
my favorite was the time the editor, abusing him,
had the gall to enclose an order-form for his own latest

book.
ron ordered one million copies, c.o.d.

i like most editors,
they’re altruistic, over-worked, generally fair,
and must constantly deal with the elephantiasis of the

pseudo-poetic ego.
still somehow they remain not only courteous, but

encouraging.
from time-to-time, however, i still hear from a real

grunt-brain.
the most recent said he could tell exactly where i was at,
because he'd been there just two years ago,
just before he took his first creative-writing course.
he said my writing would improve
as i exposed myself to great books and great authors, 
i liked chuck's interpretation of that —  that i should 
un-zip my fly in front of joyce carol oates.
one woman said she pitied me because i hated everything, 
another said i ought to smoke more dope, 
occasionally i get called "prof" or "doc." 
most simply say, "this isn't poetry."

once in a while i'll write back threatening
to make minced dactyls out of them,
but most of the time i just stew a day or two
phrasing fifty or sixty rejoinders, and then forget it.

ron, old buddy, i know how you feel,
what pisses you off is that you let them bother you at all.

—  Gerald Locklin 
Long Beach CA
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NO VISITORS DURING LUNCH
A young man, sunglasses, like a marine in civvies, 
yellow shirt open at the neck, neat brown pants.

I see him
coming down the beach toward me. He gets to 
within 200 yards, sees me, looks around quizzically, 
pretending he's making a decision not to come this way 
for perfectly good reasons of his own,
makes his decision not to come this way, 
turns around
& saunters back up the way he came.

The sight of me
(dirty, wrinkled green coat, 
huaraches with no socks, 
long hair wild in the wind, 
salt in the beard,
& masticating)

provoked either

respect for my privacy (a gentleman, isolated
at the end of a lonely beach, 
having a quiet noontime repast; 
a green wine bottle 
lodged in the sand with 
tortillas & raw meat)

or fear (see description above; 
a stranger, 
unknown occupant of 
territory in a cul-de-sac),

not to deny
endless other possibilities.
Now he's climbing the path up the cliff to the parking lot. 
Just looked back at me
(& caught me watching him) to make sure I'm still here, 
still either dangerous
or worthy of his respect some other way, so that 
he was certainly justified 
in not coming anywhere near me.

Either way,
little do we both know.
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AND HOW ARE WE TODAY?

The glow in the sky fades before our eyes,
another night, another day,
another small piece of our lives gone
& you tell me the stars will be beautiful tonight.

Your smile because I sigh so deeply, 
your bemusement because I shudder; it's 
to shake the fear off me like a wet dog & you 
stand there clucking like a saved, young nun 
telling me it can't be all that bad.
& Now there go the birds, flocking south again, 
another volley of biased arrows loosed 
from God knows where, behind us,
'way over our heads. Can't you see them?
Is that all you have to say?
"It'll be a mild winter this year"?

What the hell's the matter with you anyway?
You come sprightly into my philosophy
like a student nurse through the door of a dying man, 
without knocking, kindly words 
emanating from your milky lips like aspirins 
spilling all over my sickroom floor.

Do you know something that I don't?
Is there some shelf in the chamber, some 
parentheses in the sentence, something 
in the genes, the attitude that keeps 
your sunsets stealing less from you 
than mine from me?
I tell you the birds have just abandoned one more time 
your sky as well as mine 
& there's no little liturgy, 
no "How are we today?"
can birdsong back that terrible flight,
can muffle the resonance of that deadly archery
going on day by day behind our backs.

—  Donald Schenker 
Berkeley CA
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ALL FOR HECUBA

The knee-cap boys are at it still,
Their shouts fill up our silent films:
What week seems ended, begins again with blood.
The sun shines on hooded heads, and pastry sermons 
Fatten out our demons, vulgar in ideologies 
Claiming dark psychologies as consent to kill.

And all for Hecuba, drunk in green. 
Cathleen rises, the bullet's supreme.

After that explosion of reality
The little men must come like ants
To the rescue of banalities
Like "Good morning" and begin the dance
Of simple things like love, no legalities,
No justice, just a stop to pry open peace.

IN SPITE OF ALL

It happens like this:
I'm stuck in the whole of life
The girl just smiles and doesn't know at all.
It happens like this:
One skeleton face turns to mother and child 
I am left with the possibility.
It happens like this:
An old drum-skin face, battered, looks for pennies 
I just stare.
It happens like this:
She's kissing him and like a pendulum hanging 
Quickly turns to condemn my stare.
It happens like this:
I see her coarse and spotted face 
Her lipstick slowly fading.
It happens like this:
Someone smiles at me.
Netted. Poetry begins.
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LADIES AND LAUNDRIES

The old women come 
To the Kenilworth club 
To bowl away their time.
"Not bad, Veronica."
"Playing it safe, Ruth."
Plump yet preserved figures,
They chatter, the ladies chatter 
While all around in Grosvenor Square 
The windows stare into their club, 
Flatdwellers' eyes as audience;
"The rich bitches."
"Nothing left to do."

—  philiponeill
Ferrybank, Waterford, Ireland
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USES OF WORMWOOD AS DISCOVERED BY AN OLD SUBSCRIBER: A 
FOUND POEM

" ... no plant grows well near wormwood 
due to its toxic leaf and root 
excretions.
However, wormwood tea repels
black fleas,
discourages slugs,
keeps beetles and weevils
out of grain and combats
aphids. So wormwood is not a totally
noxious herb.
Few plants are. Instead they have 
their place in the natural order 
of things ...."

THE RED CANNIBALS: A FOUND POEM

"Tomatoes are narcissistic.
They like to be grown in compost 
made from their own bodies ...."

—  Jessie T. Ellison 

Daytona Beach FL

PAEAN TO BRIE, CAMEMBERT AND LITTLE BREAKFAST CHEESES

Like other Americans, I stopped dancing as I 
As I began to develop a palate for cheese.
Since I stopped dancing, there's hardly anything 
Anything other than cheese I feel comfortable with.
Like other Americans, I ceased writing poetry when I 
When I began to cultivate my appreciation for cheese.

Since I ceased writing poetry, I've become quite wealthy 
Quite wealthy composing the first Encyclopedia of Cheese.

—  M . K . Book 
Lincoln NE
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HARMONICA
you must have lifted 
your lips like this
you must have garnished 
a bitter pine box
you must have meant 
the shine off the moon
you must have meant 
a few wintry snowflakes
you must have meant 
shining the parlor clean
you must have washed 
over a bitter pine fog
you must have remembered 
an evening in December
you must have meant 
a cold silver lining
you must have meant 
the sun comes shining thru

CHRISTMAS EVE
I wondered once if they were going 
To put a very skimpy tree in the parlor 
I wondered of the floor wax over the bare floor 
I knew this was going to be a very slim Christmas 
But I knew they were very poor people
I wondered if I put a diamond on top of a paper dollie 
I wondered if that's all I could do too

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  

A L F R E D  S T A R R  H A M I L T O N ' S  
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

D O U B L E  D A R I N G
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *



PROVIDENCE
I know the road to providence is free
I know the stumbling blocks are mountainous
I know the stumbling blocks are magnaminous
I know the keys to freedom are on your keyring
I know the doors to the city of freedom
On the other side of the mountaintops are to be flung

wide open

FREE
I'd rather be a rock at sea 
I'd rather be washed over constantly 
I'd rather wave to the seagulls
I'd rather befriend the doves there are of peace 
I'd rather be free
I'd rather be a hermit
I'd rather be a sandman
I'd rather I slept on the desert
I'd rather be kissed by the blue sky
I'd rather be free

SKY
I know it's a stepladder 
I know it's a step at a time 
I know it's a stepladder to a cloud 
I know this is double daring 
I know the sky is free

SUMMER

Why didn't you say an inkstand
Why didn't you say all of this was for the blue sky 
Why didn't you say a sheet of writing paper was for

a cloud

DOCTRINE

Couldn't you say why you set the doilies 
Couldn't you say why you set the doilies on top of

a cloud
Couldn't you have said why set the doilies at home

once upon a time
Couldn't you have said you were born free



FLEET
look at the size of the paint
over that battlestrap
this was going to be over a mouse
this was going to be over a hill
this was going to be over a mountain
while this has been going on over your fingertips
this has been going on for years
this is going to be a busterloose

JUDITH AND HER MAID SERVANT
For they walked for hours
For they walked for days
For they walked for months
For they walked for bloody ages in the wilderness
For they stumbled upon castles
For they stumbled upon larger jewelry
For they stumbled upon rubies
For they stumbled upon the largest rube of all
For they stumbled upon the excruciating rube of time 
This was all theirs for the asking tho they refused 
For they stumbled upon folds of rhinoceri who knew no

better than ants
For they stumbled upon bearded giants 
For they stumbled upon bloodshot eyes 
For they stumbled upon peoples who had lost their

countenance
For they stumbled upon peoples who has lost their

taste and savor
For they stumbled upon family aptitude for spiders

an inch longer
For they stumbled upon children who were boys or girls

or either
For they carried the gore's head a step further at a time 
For they were on their way past these heaps of

humid affluence
Still they followed the thin trickle of a stream for

some or a few violets
For they were on their way toward the civilized forests
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SALVATION ARMY
or do you know of 
an old gray dime
that has been rolling around for years
that looked like a politician
that has been laundered
that looked like a polecat
that looked like an Indian chief
that has been scalped

CIVIL CONFLICT
Or do you know of a deadlock
Or the stars have been locked to the moon
Or a cloud has been locked to a cloud
Or the sun has been locked to the sky
Or the seas have been locked to our shores
Or the gray skies have been locked to the blue skies
Or the gray troops have been locked to the blue troops
Or do you know of the rattling of the sword
Or do you know of the rattling of chains

CRUST OF BREAD

How little do you know 
Of your old thumb 
Of where it has been 
Of what it has done 
How little do you know 
Of the moon
If the moon is for the platter
How little do you know
Of your old thumb
That is upholding the platter
How little do you know
Of a crust of bread
On top of the platter
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CINDERELLA
were you ever a little reindeer
out in the clear
not too tiny a reindeer
but a little reindeer
and the way was clear
were you ever a little reindeer
out in the rain
not a big rain
but a little rain
and the way was clear
and you had your umbrella with you
not too big an umbrella
but a little umbrella
and your name was Cinderella
wonderfully you were invited
to a ceremony
not too big a ball
but a little ball
and you had your umbrella with you

ART

Which are the angles
What is the blue sky
What is the proof of an earthen jar
What is the proof of our hands
What is the time spent here
What is the dust

CORNUCOPIA
I'll find an angel 
I'll find the wind 
That ruffles the eye 
Of the blazing sun 
I'll find a crayon 
Over the borders
I'll find the four cornucopias of the sun like this 
I'll find the four corners of the drowsy world
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STILL SMALL VOICE
I've got a blundering voice
I’ve got a grumbling voice
I've got a rumbling voice
I've got a voice for fumbling over the clouds 
I've got a thundering voice
I've got a voice that is full of blasphemy
I've got a voice for carrying on the war
I've got a way of tiptoeing up to the lily of the valley 
I've got a voice for calling heigh-ho-silver over

the plains
I've got a still small voice over the meadows
That just touches my shoulders
That speaks to me as always
That is full of prattle
That goes on like a child

EARTH AND SKY
I wish the earth were flat 
I wish the sky were for the roof 
I wish the plow was endless
I wish the sky were endless
I wish there were more clouds
I wish the leaves in the fields were endless
I wish the nights were full of fireflies 
I wish the nights were full of twinkling stars 
I wish I knew why

WAR CLOUD
Do you guys 
Know of a tenpin 
On top of a cloud 
That is never going 
To be bowled over 
Do you guys 
Know of a tenpin 
On top of the desert 
Do you guys
Know of a ball and chain
And the ball
Is never going
To busterloose
Or the war club
Is never going
To be knocked down
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GO AHEAD
Go ahead, if it's raining on a January evening
Go ahead, and put the daffodils on the pavements
Go ahead, and sing us a song
Go ahead, and ring us on the phone
Live this rainstorm down, if you only could
Live this down to the shining pavements
Go ahead, and gather the daffodils off of the night

SEDGE
I don't know why I fell over a brown leaf
I don't know why I crumbled this to dust
I don't know why I was desperate that once
I don't know why I went to the grocery store
I don't know why I wanted the typewriter paper
Wrapped up in brown paper by the clerk 
I don't know why I fell over the stumbling block
I don’t know why I fell over a handful of dust

PARROT
Why mightn't I put a star up in the sky
Why mightn't I put an iron bar up in the sky
Why mightn't I put an iron bar across the moon
Why mightn't I be talkative on top of the night
Why mightn't I be surrounded by stars
Why mightn't I begin carving my soul like this
Why mightn't I be considering an angel

SPECK ON THE SUN
that's a red speck
on the sun
that's a red speck
on top of your eyelids
that's a red garment
for a fourflusher
that rides through the sun
and the moon and the stars

BUBBLE GUM
More like a rubber check 
More like a rubber ball 
More like a rubbery

war salad
More like having the

same salad over again
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DESERTED COUNTRY
what do you know 
of blood and sand 
in your ears
what do you know
of a cloud in the distance
what do you know 
of blood on a cloud
what do you know 
of the club of the sun
what do you know 
of the sun's anger
what do you know 
of the bloody currency 
that rings in your ears
what do you know 
of our scarlet cloaks
what do you know 
of our gloomy galoshes
what do you know
of our footprints
over the municipal pavements
that have been covered 
again with sand

THANKSGIVING
Why didn't you say they put the turkey in the pot
Why didn't you say they never took the turkey out of

the pot
Why didn't you say the pot boiled over
Why didn't you say there was always going to be more

broth
Why didn't you say you were the turnkey
Why didn't you say the graft was for the gravy
Why didn't you say there was always going to be more

G.I. dressing
Why didn't you like talking turkey
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WAR YEARS AHEAD
Why, I didn't even know there was a hill
The plains stretched for miles and miles
The plains were endless
I ran after a commissioner
I ran after an attorney
I ran after a bouncing ball
That was passed around to the mayoralty
I ran after a circus clown
I ran after a bouncing ball
That bounced on top of a councilman
I ran after a bouncing ball over the concrete pastures 
I ran up against stonewalls 
I ran ahead of myself for miles and miles

HUMPTY DUMPTY
Do you know of the kinds of arms and legs in your

dreary sleep
Do you know of the shuffle of barracks bags through

the hallways
Do you know of Humpty Dumpty over again 
Do you know of a rubber ball
That has been stuffed away in your barracks bag 
Do you know of a rubber ball 
That bounces back at your sleep

MOON
Do you know where to go to end the war 
Go to the moon
Go to the other green pastures of the two 
Go to an angel again 
Go back to your plows 
Go home

PRECIPICE
I know we are living on the edge of a shining precipice 
I know we are living on a precipice off of the moon 
I know the moon is for a spoon 
I know this is bitter medicine 
I know the day is nearer by 
I know the day is further away 
I know of the bitter pinetrees in the distance 
I know we are once again approaching the gloaming hours 
Yea and Amen



RAINY DAY
Didn't you ask for another rainy day 
Didn't you ask for more napkin rings
Didn't you ask for more dark clouds in your lifetime 
Weren't you rubbing the wine off of the silver at the time 
I saw you slip the keyring back on your finger 
Didn't you ask for the lavender on a rainy day 
That runs off of the rest of a dark cloud

FORSYTHIA VINE

LEFTY
I do know of lifting the tarpaulin around like this 
I do know of lifting anything as light as a chicken that

flew away
I do know of shaking the dust out of a chicken all

afternoon long
I do know of a good soupbone resting on top of the

counter like this
I do know of a dish of chicken noodle soup that goes

like this

RECLUSE
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I can't think of any less work than gathering around the
forsythia vine

I can't think of any less work than swollen knees
I can't think of any less work than swollen trumpets
I can't think of any less work than marching again around

the forsythia vine
I can't think of any less work than shrieks and shrieks
I can't think of any less work than fastening the

forsythia vine again
Down onto the ground

Oh, tho, I know now whyever the moon is a recluse
Oh, tho, I know now the best things there are to be had

are secluded
Oh, tho, I know now of the nymphs there are 
Oh, tho, I know now of the angels there are 
And tonight the nymphs are dreaming of the angels 
And tonight the angels are dreaming of the nymphs



WINTER
Do you know where to end the moon
The moon is everywhere
The moon is at our windowpane
The moon is for a daffodil in the parlor
The moon is for a crayon
The moon is for our galoshes
The moon is endless
The moon is on the ground

INK
ink is serious 
ink is following 
your footprints 
out of the inkwell 
Ink wanted to know why 
do you know what ink did 
ink drove some people mad 
ink is over the Wilderness 
ink is a spectre of the soul

TRENCHES

IRK

ink came to you and I
in the middle of the night
over the sheets
if you meant ink
if you meant an inkling
if you meant a crayon
if you meant a Cave
if you meant a cave man
if you needed ink
if you need coal,
upon my soul

even lightning screams 
and roars
and shakes the furniture 
even a roaring lion 
thundered over our hovels
like shaking the sawdust out of our bloody noses
like creeping close to the sand bags
for I'll smell this beast in the distance
for I'll smell this beast over again
even a factory whistle screams by its lonesome self
even a steel wire grips this remembered heart
for I'll smell this philistinish thing of long ago

FLOCKS
I didn't know they were going to be beasts 
I thought they were going to be birds of a feather that

flew together
I never knew why they ate out of our bleeding hands 
I never knew why they pecked away at the Wilderness
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SUBURBIA

RIDE
for this has been our last bequest
how little do you know of our old fashioned silver spoons
how little do you know of the snowflake in the jar
how little do you know of the ride in the valley
how little do you know of the thread that rides
through and through our old fashioned silver spoons 
how little do you know of our painstakings over the years
how little do you know of the donkey on the end of a spoon
happily, how little do you know of preserving our sedge 
we are only bled and gone

BREAD AND BUTTER

for I always preferred the kinds of claws
that found nothing in the Wilderness
that crawled further over the pavements
that were less fearsome of the light of day
they thought less of bread and butter over their paws
they wandered further from the hovels of all the rest

—  Alfred Starr Hamilton 
9/12/75 Montclair NJ

What are we going to do about the diamond ring
What are we going to do about the gravel
That was going to have been shipped to Suburbia
What are we going to do about reaching for the acorns
What are we going to do about the light of day
What are we going to do about the Indians
What are we going to do about the gloaming hours
What are we going to do about the Wilderness
What are we going to do about climbing out to the darkness
What are we going to do about climbing out of the pit

of despair

SKYWASH
What do you know of our pale blue overalls
What do you know of our pale blue anarchist flags
What do you know of a lonesome bundle of clothes
What do you know of handling our clothes over again
What do you know of a blue horse
What do you know of a horse and harness ahead of ourselves 
What do you know of some skywash that is free for all



URIZEN BOULEVARD
Here comes Pathos Bill in a Buick Roadmaster.
Here comes Romeo Sadface in a Mustang.
Here comes Space Okie in an Olds 98.
Here comes Jack D. Ripper in a Mercury Moloch.
Here comes Kid Plague in a Dodge van.
Here comes Elmer Fudd in a De Soto.
Here comes the Profane family in a Vega station wagon. 
Here comes Wild Bill Guano in a Ford pick-up.
Here comes Ahab Nero in a Cadillac Obscene.
Here comes Huckleberry Fubar in a Plymouth 6.
Here comes Phaedra in a Datsun Tao.
Here comes Aesop Floater in a Winnebago Ark.
Here comes Mickey Kong on a BSA.
Here comes Mona Venom in a Toyota Caligari.
Here comes John and Emmy Doe in an Edsel.
Here comes Judas Zero in a Lincoln Babylon.
Here comes 7 Angels their chains clanking.
Here comes Death with a black light flashing.

LET US NOW PRAISE MALDOROR
The radios blare Maldoror.
The billboards hype Maldoror.
The gas stations pump Maldoror.
The neon lights blink Maldoror.
The TV sets are tuned to Maldoror.
Columbus discovered Maldoror in 1492.
The Virgin Mary will put out for Maldoror.
Captain Ahab was obsessed by Maldoror-Dick.
Custer's last Maldoror was at the Little Maldoror Horn. 
Disneyland is really Maldororland.
The local theatres feature M*A*L*D*0*R*0*R.
We slaughter the animals for Maldoror.
The smokestacks belch Maldoror.
The computers are programmed for Maldoror.
Dr. Strangelove's name was Maldoror before he changed it. 
The Mafia murders for Maldoror.
The N,R.A. lobbies for Maldoror.
The cheerleaders cheer for Maldoror.
Off we go into the wild blue Maldoror.
The B-52's dropped 150 billion tons of Maldoror.
The land developers subdivide Maldoror.
The junkies shoot Maldoror.
The scientists cannot find the cure for Maldoror.
Detroit turns out 12,637,335 Maldorors a year.
The Arabs sell Maldoror at $15 a barrel.
The Pentagon wants more Maldoror than the Russians.
The Russians want to spread Maldororist-Leninism.
Maldoror was the father of the father of our country.
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Maldoror is our constitutional right.
This is the Declaration of Maldoror.
This is the Maldororist Manifesto.
Maldoror of Maldorors, all is Maldoror.
Our Maldoror who art in Maldoror,
Maldoror be thy name,
thy kingdom Maldoror, thy Maldoror be done 
in Maldoror as it is in Maldoror.

—  Gary Griest
Long Beach CA

GASPING FOR AIR
As you walk with your lover from the beach at Santa Monica 
She turns to you and shows you a photograph of five

dolphins
As you walk with your lover from the beach at Santa Monica 
You turn to her and show her a photograph of five

dolphins gasping for air

As you place your arm on your lovers shoulder and caress
her neck

She turns to you and shows you a photograph of four
dolphins

As you place your arm on your lovers shoulder and caress
her neck

You turn to her and show her a photograph of four
dolphins gasping for air

As you lead your lover by the hand to the white room
where you sleep

She turns to you and shows you a photograph of three
dolphins

As you lead your lover by the hand to the white room
where you sleep

You turn to her and show her a photograph of three
dolphins gasping for air

As you kiss your lover on the navel and run your lips
over her breasts

She turns to you and shows you a photograph of two
dolphins

As you kiss your lover on the navel and run your lips
over her breasts

You turn to her and show her a photograph of two
dolphins gasping for air

As you enter your lover feeling the passage through
straits to the open sea

She turns to you and shows you a photograph of a dolphin



As you enter your lover feeling the passage through
straits to the open sea

You turn to her and show her a photograph of a dolphin
gasping for air

As your lover lies with you calm in the wide spaces of
your mind

She turns to you and shows you a photograph of no dolphins 
As you lie with your lover calm in the wide spaces of

her mind
You turn to her and show her a photograph of no dolphins

gasping for air

THE TEMPTATIONS

there's something 
about you holding
your ankles to lift 
your knees high
while watching 
the entry
we fuck 
so soon after
seeing together 
the temptations

AUTOBIOGRAPHY

to be totally 
frank with you
the tv was on 
the whole time

—  David James 
Venice CA

THE TENTS OF THE KING OF ARIZONA
In the Picachos just east of the Colorado 
the King of Arizona measured the desert 
air and ordered the slaves to tunnel 
for gold.
The King of Arizona had a wooden palace 
built on a wall of flat rocks in the side 
of a hill. The slaves had a labyrinth under 
the wooden palace deep under the flat 
rocks.
The slaves got dirt. The King got gold.
It was a fair exchange under the sun.
For you see, the slaves weren't really 
slaves. Once above ground they had the 
freedom of the tents of the King of Arizona.



Some tents were for eating.
Some tents were for sleeping.
Some tents were for drinking.
Some tents were for screwing.
Some tents were for relieving 

the bowels.

The King of Arizona had thought of every
thing .
When the King died the slaves left the laby
rinth. They left untouched the palace built 
on flat rocks.
They left the tents of the King of Arizona 
flapping in the furnace air and sailed be
yond the sea of empty A-B beers 
in search of a new master.

JENSEN WITH TELEPHONE
Speaking from the fast lane 
the young prince pressed his mount 
which leapt ahead with heavy breath. 
Satisfied he placed the receiver on the hook 
and smiled.
Life doesn't allot every man 
a Jensen with telephone.
The numbers will always be unlisted, 
few, hair styled, slightly handsome,

They will telephone desires.
They will have a Jensen.
They will smile when speaking.
They will eat seedless grapes.
They will study supple-bodied women 

like scholars.
Life doesn't allot every man 
a Jensen with telephone.
Speaking from experience money 
will out.

Your phone service will be better.
Your Jensen will get the best 

a friend deserves.
Your smiles will have a silver lining. 
Your grapes will not be sour.
Your women will be supple objects 

of close study.
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EAT-IT-ALL NUMBER 40
At the Milky Way Cafe 
in McCloud, California 

a company town 
we ate barbeque 
served by a lumberjack virgin.
Afterwards we ordered frosties 
and she asked, What size? 
the fifteen center came 
in an Eat-It-All Number 40 cup.
I guess you could call me 
a veteran when it comes 
to eating Dairy Queens 
and it was the first time 
I'd ever gotten soft 
ice cream in an Eat-It-All 
cup

—  David K. Gast 
El Cajon CA

GAGAKU
toy train electric miniature train 

with box cars 
full of tiny 

yes yes yes demons 
howling 
silently
red sheets for shirts

bright red and faded red
tracks move in figure eight rather train 

moves in that pattern the tracks 
of course 
remain still
apparently we are perpetually stuck 
with their presence

THEN SHE WILL LOVE ME
sometimes we sacrifice 

a few years 
for the right feeling 
sometimes
we sacrifice a lifetime 

for the right
feeling



GAGAKU
they run up and back 
getting smaller and larger
larger as they run up 
smaller as they move back
light blue satin 
robes

GAGAKU
it's go to work 
here
again this morning
wake up 
make my bed 
put on gagaku 
yet
before beginning 
I must admit I have studied 

styles
Twain's style 

F Dostoevski's style
a few other widely known writers

now I may begin
yes! the demons clap as I begin! 
yes! their uniforms green! 
green hankies in chest pockets!
I see by the delineation of shadow, 

green upon green
pockets differentiated from jumper suit, 
if this seems complex

keep in mind it is rather unimportant, 
their clothing.
they hold flashing steel knives

a more vital fact
wave them about like ethnic dancers 

cut their own ears off 
no blood

green hair whooshing back and forth 
as they move 

shining green teeth 
all differentiated by shadow 

their totality green 
death green

lush and evil.

like night gowns your 
woman might wear
nice to the touch 
a smooth shining material 
perhaps silk
they are my violence 
here I bleed them off
were I to discontinue 
this exorcising process
I am confident 
actual murder would be
part of my bio.
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GAGAKU
it is good to talk 

to mystics 
occasionally

GAGAKU
the insects are out 
this morning 

a small spider 
a giant fly 

surely this fly 
could conquer that spider
I open my front door 
the fly moves out 

I close my front door 
already

I have slain the tiny spider

see them ride off 
on their bicycle
and the enchantress 
baking her bread
I begin to feel when 

woman visits man it 
is to join
you will disagree 

with me
if you my reader
are a woman and I 
will agree 
with you
with luck then I shall 
if attracted 
do all I might to
prove myself 

true.
after writing a small number 

of these
gagaku
I will run upon the beach 
200 yards and I 

must walk
yesterday I began this hideous ritual 

trotting along an ocean's edge 
200 yards was all I could 

feign a human 
running

the poet must stay in shape 
allow little fat to surround his heart 

build up endurance 
if I am to write 

500 to 1 thousand gagaku 
each ten weeks 

for 40 years
I must keep in condition

the demons shrug
they don't know what to do 

with my hope.
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GAGAKU
I dance with her
my right arm around her sweatered waist 
my left hand and forearm 

inside of her torso 
I run my left hand's fingers 

up through her neck 
grasp her brain
each of my 4 fingers separated 

about her cerebrum 
I peer through her face 

at my catch
GAGAKU
time is slow when we wait 
time is speeded

with certain women
around 
the ones
who smile and move 
to our fly

unzip our pants 
still smiling 
and pull ouselves out 
hold us in their small hand 

and rub and suck
and kiss and 

drool and look up 
to our face with 
a ghoul's expression
time is speeded with 

these women
GAGAKU
radiant green velvet couch 
upon you a nude female 
her white arm draped over 

side of you
her fingernails both black 

and red polished yet 
natural colored too 
without polish 
she has red hair

a brunette
blond curls fall over her neck 

and white back
her skin is brown 

she is Chinese or 
mulatto

this is how quick she changes before my eye
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GAGAKU
black duck
with a few grey feathers 
orange flattened beak 
black shining eyes 
black holes for nostrils 
you are smiling slightly 
a knowing look upon your flying 

GAGAKU face
listen
since you like

my poems of demons 
I will write this: 
one with upper half of body

showing holds his two arms above 
his head and claps his 

hands likewise above 
his head 

and roots me on 
demons like to be described

they like to be immortalized 
they like to be 
written in poetry 
they feel they deserve this.

GAGAKU
why haven't they tried communism with 

free speech expression you
know the bill of rights

they hold that bill
now up to my interior eye 

they have white though irregular teeth 
they are not pleasant looking 
they are fiends demons they are 

not at all pleasant in 
appearance

two of them 
and now four one 
on each of four sides 

of the bill
they hold it 
before my eye
black letters on white paper

black robes upon them 
black spaces between their teeth

purple deep red though dead appearing
lips
black greased hair or a dark brown
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GAGAKU
now they say she is too hot
staying within her energy field may cause
melanoma
best to learn to live alone 

with this self 
best to gather a work that 

becomes my center
there was nothing wrong with her 

except what others made of her 
and we can't fault her 

for this
it was her beauty 

she was young
we wanted to be near her to 

see her to
lean back against something 

and just let our eyes
take her constantly in 

this became our greatest pleasure
now they say she is too hot 

her name is jupiter

—  Steve Richmond 

Santa Monica CA

THE NEW PLACE

the manager wears all white
has a 52 inch color tv
and sits in the garden with her
x-alcoholic husband
and speaks of the price of
red rose potatoes.
I get a note outside my door 
under a rock:
"please do not dribble garbage 
down my clean steps.
Helen R., manager."
then she comes by. 
and she begins on her 
dancing:
a) she has a right to dance with men 
the way she does.
b) she comes from the country.
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c) dancing doesn't mean all that 
like city men think.
d) when she is dancing I am not supposed to 
watch her ass but her
eyes.
e) I ought to learn to shake a leg 
then 1 won't be so
jealous.
the phone rings:
"Mr. Bukowski, please hold it down, we 
can hear that noise all over 
the place.'"
I take her out and put her in my 
car. the police are blocking the 
driveway.
"we got a riot call," says one of the 
cops. "are you the guy in 
apartment 24?"
"it's a lovers' quarrel," I say. 
he steps aside and we 
drive out ....
the other night
after the race results
I am listening to something by
Vivaldi and
the phone rings :
"Mr. Bukowski, please hold it down, we 
can hear that noise all over 
the place.'"
I walk over 
turn the radio off 
and sit in a 
chair.
everywhere I hear the warble of 
tv sets. everybody seems to be 
listening to the same 
program.
it contains a laugh track.
I sit and listen to the 
laugh track:
"ha, ha ha ha ha, 
o , ha ha ha ha .. . . "
one morning I am awakened 
by the manager's husband at 
7:30 a.m.
I have a 3 day 
hangover —
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"Mr. Bukowski, Mr. Bukowski, can I
see you for a
moment?"
"yes, yes, all right
I stand in the center of the room
naked. I try to get into this old
bathrobe. it's purple and has golden
lions crawling all about
it. but something has gone wrong with
the lining of the right
sleeve. I can't get my arm
in.
"Mr. Bukowski, Mr. Bukowski, I just want to 
see you a moment ... . "
I still can't get my arm 
through.
the bathrobe was given to me by a 
friend. this guy was 7 feet tall and 
he died. they were going to throw the 
bathrobe away but I 
took it.
"Mr. Bukowski ...."
"all right ....”
I throw the robe on the
floor and get into a t-shirt and
some jeans. I open the door.
there's the manager's husband,
the x-alky, A1, and he's standing with
a Japanese guy who is dressed in an all-
suede outfit of
matching brown, down to the
shoes and stockings.
"Mr. Bukowski, this man says you ran 
into his car last 
night. "
I follow them down the steps and 
we go to the parking lot. 
they point to a splotch of blue 
on the Japanese's Volks ... my car is 
blue.
"how do I know he didn't run 
into me?"
"o, no, Mr. Bukowski, you hit 
him ...."
"all right. get it 
fixed. give me the 
bill. I'll pay 
it. "
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"thank you, Mr. Bukowski," says 
Al.
I grab the Japanese by his 
brown shirt.
"listen, baby. I don't have a 
job. I depend upon the kindness and 
stupidity of the world in order to 
survive. you hold that bill down, 
get me?"
"all right."
I let him go, walk
back up the steps
take my clothes off and go
to sleep.
evidently I don't frighten him
too much. when he gives me the bill
3 or 4 days later
it is
$62.95.
I pay ---
I don't like this 
new place.

—  Charles Bukowski 
Los Angeles CA

LATEST RELEASES///////////////////////////////////////////
Black Sparrow Press, P.0. Box 25603, Los Angeles CA 90025: 
Mohammed Mrabet's Look & Move On as translated by Paul 
Bowles ($4), Fielding Dawson's The Man Who Changed Over- 
Night ($4), Charles Reznikoff's~Poems 1918-1936 ($4),
Paul Blackburn's The Journals ($4), Robert Kelly's The 
Loom ($6), Clayton Eshleman's The Gull Wall ($4) , Carl 
Rakosi's Ex Cranium, Night ($4TT 5 Ithaca House, 108
N. Plain St., Ithaca NY 14850: Michael Waters' Fish 
Light ($3.50), Daniel Mark Fogel's A Trick of Resilience 
($3.50). 5 Abraxas. 2322 Rugby Row"! Madison Wl 53705:
Dennis Trudell's Eight Pages (75¿), Jim Stephens' Post
humous Work ($1.25) . JT Morgan Press, 1819 N. Oakland 
Ave., Milwaukee WI 53202: Hasheen Howoga's Howoga Shoots 
Back, Joan McNerney's Crossing the River Rubicon, and 
Toni Ortner Zimmerman's To An Imaginary Lover-! J Isthmus 
Press, P.0. Box 6877, San Francisco CA 94101: Howard 
Schwartz's Lilith's Cave ($2.50), David^'s Astralphonic 
Voices ($2.50), James Penzi's Salt Fever ($2), Paul Van- 
gelisti' s Pearl Harbor ($2.50), and Barbara Unger's 
Basement ($2.50).
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